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rolume Dr. Wolff will give a table of the passages in Bacon which he has
referred to their sources and of these originals themselves.

T. L.

I Maximi ProbUmi. BBRHADIHO VABIBCO. Libreria Editrice Milanese.
Milan, 1910. Pp. xi, 331.

If I do not propose to review Prof. Varisco's work at any great length
the reason is that I am so convinced of its importance that I should
despair of doing justice to it iu any notice which did not run to the
length of an elaborate critical article. I t is a long time since I have had
the good fortune to meet with a work in which the really vital issues of
Philosophy are discussed with so much knowledge- sound judgment, and,
to my mind, with so much originality. I would especially commend both
the tone of moral elevation which breathes from the author's pages, and
the admirably philosophical method which he has adopted. The present
work is one of those very rare ones which genuinely realise the Platonic
conception of dialectic, that it should bu the " discourse of the soul with
itself '. Where the average writer on Philosophy thinks of little more
than successful silencing of opponents from some camp whose flag is not
his own, Prof. Variaco devotes little space to formal controversy ; like
Socrates, he allows us to share the inner dialectical development of his
own thought as he mnkes his way from xiuiple and every-day assumptions
by the process of self-criticism to a position which leaves him prepared for
the crowning task of the identification of the "good". This dialectical
procedure, together with the author's devotion to a pregnant and com-
pressed style, makes his book, as he himself confesses, hard reading, but,
as he himself also sayu, it is no part of the business of Philosophy to be
easy, and I can assure any reader who thinks fit to study the volume
before us on my recommendation, that he will find the time spent in
following it to its conclusion most profitably employed.

The " chief problems " with which the book deals are those which are
involved in the ohoice between what seem to be the two ultimate atti-
tudes towards the Universe possible to the contemporary Kuropean mind,
the attitude of Positivism and that which may be roughly said to be the
attitude of Christianity. We are gradually led on, by a process of unre-
mitting self-criticism, from the po-itulates tacitly implied in our every-day
theoretical and practical assumptions about reality to a philosophical
theory which, to the British reader, will recall the doctrine of T. H.
Green, but we are not allowed to stop there. Like Green, the author sets
himself to show, and with greater definiteness of thought than Green ever
attained, thnt the very possibility of conscious reflection on ex|>erience
and its development into bcionce presupj>oseK that there is an objective
reason which is numerically one and the same in all persons and in the
world outhide them. But, unlike Green, he is not dominated by intel-
lectualistic prepossessions, and so is aMe to hold equally fast to the con-
viction that the individual j>erhonality which forms the supreme " value "
for Ethics, must also for Metaphysics be no less real than the " One ".
The relation between them, whatever it may be, is not, and cannot be
that of "appearance" to "reality". Hence the metaphysical view to
which we are finally conducted is u Monadism closely resembling that of
Leibniz. But it is a Monadism purged, and. as fur as I can judge, suc-
cessfully purged, of the worst features of Leibniz's doctrine, the absence
of real interaction between the Monads, the Pre-established Harmony,
and the rigid Determinism. Even in the purely physical world (which ia
conceived of as consisting of psychical elements not united together in
the peculiar way in which our percepts and our purely "private" ex-
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perionees, oui ."„....ng.> :mcl activities, Hro held together in a single " unity
ipf consciousness ") there must lie sequences which are not completely
determined, and genuine fresh lieginningii, unless every phase of the
UniverMj is to IHJ iudistinguishalile fiom every other. The actual course
of events cannot IK: simply dett'rniiued once tor all hy tho laws of relation
subsisting among tho various monads; tho spontaneity inheiont iu the
individual monad must l>e taken into account as A factor which may in
contradistinction to ihe causal lawn of luciprocal action between the
inon.ds, l>e called a-logicnl, liut must ii"t IHJ called irrational, since the
really irr.illoii.ul assumption would IMJ the denial of x|n>ntaneity.

The author's treatment of this |»ut of his topic calls for special com-
mendntion. It in nil the more masterly from his entire avoidance of
tho rhetorical appoal.s to feeling with which the case for parti'il Inde-
tcriiiiuiMn is commonly argued, and from his thorough familiarity with
irnithoinaticd 1'hysics. Si> far, however, we have not lunched the
" greatest problem ' of .-ill, tho choice Iwtweon lieliot iu a purely im-
ni.ineiit " reason in tho world," without the individual permanence of the
itorsoiiH in whom it reaches its fullest expression as known to us, and
belief in a Reason which is transcendent as well as immanent, with the
permanence of personalities, i.e. in tho Christian conception of a personal
God â  tho source of the Universe. Followers of Dr. McTagyart should
be interested l>y the careful aigumeut advanced to show that tho ap-
parvut thinl alternative, immortal personalities without an absolutely
supremo i>erson.d God, is excluded. The main ]>oint is this. The argu-
ments which lend us to assert the presence of ratioualitj as immanent in
thu Universe justify us in holding that the action of every individual in
it, from the '" l>are monad ' up to the rational person, are throughout
teloologienl. But they do not iiistify the t>elicf that the Universe as a
whoh' is a l>eing with an olid to l>e realised. They leave open the possi-
bility that it is nut. and iu that caise, the history of the Universe, if we
may call it a history, might present a mere unending kaleidoscopic re-
shuffling of its elements, in the course of which the ' 'bare ' monads
might repeatedly go through the processes of evolution into iier.Mjnality
and leimolution tn the state of more monads. Imt there would lie a com-
plete discontinuity between the personal lives of a monad in its successive
periods of •• evolution ''. Continuity—in other words, immortality-—can
only IK) guaranteed if we have a right to regard the whole course of the
Universe .us hn»hm for its supreme law the telool'rgical principle of the
conservation of values. In tho author's words : " Absolute continuity of
development, the permanence of values, cannot l>o preserved if the con-
cretes ai-e the sole deteiiniifations of Being, if the potential value of Being
only becomes actual in sr.igle persons, which, in that cuse, being subject
to the chains (external to each of them) of a uuuvsnary and therefore non-
teleological causality, can only I* transitory. To secure the peiinanence
of values we need to admii that cnusal necessity is subordinate to inten-
tional finality, i.e. that Being is endowed with further determinations
than tho concretes, and produces the concretes within itsell, not from the
necessity of determining itself, but to secure an end, to realise a pre-
established design. In that case, tho notion of Being is transformed into
the traditional notion of God."

In the present work the issue thus expressed is allowed to remain
undecided. The writer contents himself with an able vindication of the
posiiion that no decision cm l>e given unless the practical re.i.-on is
allowed a hearing. We have to remeinlwr that the cheap Positivist solu-
tion by ap|ieal to the '• immortality of the race " is nugatory, since with-
out tho principle of the permanence of values we have no right to believe
in any such thing, and with the principle we are justified in lx.'lieving in
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the preservation of the individual personality. On this alternative we
have a duty and a right to ask the verdict only >f the man who is, in the
Gospel phrase, es. irritate, that is, tho man who '8 " pure of heart," who
" desires only that which is desirable in st," who " regards and feels as
good, as value, that which is good, is value, tn se ". For himself the
writer is content to say, " I believe in the permanence of values. But
I naturally cannot give as nn argument this personal conviction of my
own, strong as it i.i, and justified as it seems to me to be."

A further volume is promised in which the historical affinities of Prof.
Vitrifeco's doctrine to the trading philosophies of the past are to be fully
treated. If it is anything like as good as the present work, it is to be
hoped that its appearance will not be long delayed, and that both books
may soon bnd competent translators into English.

A. E. TAYLOR.
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